
"Swami Vivekananda always said that youth is the best time, and the way in which you utilise your time will decide the coming years that lie ahead of you. To share this message, students of B. A. College of Agriculture organized an online elocution competition on the theme “Youth Power in Nation-Building”. The Program was executed by Shri Dhaval Savaliya, General Secretary, student of eighth semester and Esha Shah, student of third semester anchored the program virtually through the Google Meet Platform under the guidance of Dr. Vinay Kumar. Dr. Y.M. Shukla, Principal and Dean welcomed all the students and briefed about the contribution of Shri Swami Vivekanand to our great cultured nation. A total of eight participants namely Radhika Ghetia, Uday Mothiya, Priya Yadav, Het Patel, Tanya Brahmbhatt, Jahnavi Patel, Tejasvini Patel and Omdeep Zala presented their thoughts on Swamiji. B. A. College of Agriculture faculty members and students participants attended the event.